
The company Leys faced multiple challenges in managing
their IT infrastructure. Inefficiency and time loss were
problematic. They tried various solutions, but the desired
outcome remained elusive.
During their quest for a new IT partner, they encountered
IT Anywhere.

C O N T E X T

"What really convinced us to
collaborate with IT Anywhere was

the trust they exude. They are
accessible, respond quickly to our

questions, and take the time to
fully take care of us in the realm of

IT management."

 W H Y  I T  A N Y W H E R E ?
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CUSTOMER
CASE
STUDY

IT Anywhere possesses all the expertise needed to
thoroughly analyze IT issues and address their root
causes.

IT Anywhere is easily accessible and responds
promptly to questions and requests.

IT Anywhere takes full control of IT management,
allowing you to focus on your core activities.

IT Anywhere doesn't sell unnecessary solutions, only
those that are required.

The company Leys chose to collaborate with IT Anywhere
because:

tel:0474%2099%2090%2085
mailto:info@leysbv.be


T H E  R E S U L T S

CUSTOMER
CASE
STUDY

Thanks to the implementation of efficient systems at Leys
company, no more valuable time is wasted on various IT
issues. 
IT Anywhere has brought about several improvements,
including adding forms on the new website that allow
customers to request quotes easily. Additionally, the WiFi
network has been optimized, and stability has been
introduced to the VOIP services. 
This has resulted in significant enhancements in business
performance.

A D V I C E  F O R  O T H E R S

The Leys company relies on IT Anywhere because
knowledgeable actions are taken, and the best solutions
are consistently proposed for the company. "We value their dedication and

expertise, and we wholeheartedly
recommend them to other
companies in search of a
dependable IT partner."


